
Skin Damage 
Negative elements like the sun’s UV light, chemicals found in food, 

and pollution in the air can all generate free radicals within our skin.  

Scientists say that this permanent damage, known as photoaging, 

accounts for 90% of the skin’s perceived aging—including wrinkles, 

roughness, pigmentation, and loss of elasticity.  As we age, the 

damage caused by photoaging does not heal or repair, ensuing the 

need for a natural rejuvenation supplement to repair our skin to a 

more youthful appearance. 

Why Growth Factors? 
Growth factors are proteins that promote the growth, organization, and maintenance of cells 

and tissues. The topical application of growth factors has been clinically proven to help reverse 

photo-damaged skin.  Topically applied growth factors can supplement the diminished production 

of growth factors found within photoaged skin. They can also assist in restoring the dermis 

and epidermis to a more youthful state by increasing collagen, elastin, and hydration; thereby 

decreasing the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

As we age, our skin loses its ability to naturally heal itself, resulting in a:

• Decrease in the amount of collagen our skin produces
• Loss of stored antioxidants in the skin
• Loss of skin elasticity, resulting in saggy skin and baggy eyes
• Increased appearance of fine lines and wrinkles

AQ Skin Solutions focuses on a scientific and natural approach to skin care
Our products contain hi-purity human fibroblast growth factors. These growth factors are naturally 

made by the body’s fibroblast (skin) cells. As we age, the production of these growth factors 

decreases, resulting in the inability of the skin to rejuvenate. Supplementing the skin with these 

growth factors can help the skin naturally rejuvenate itself, returning the skin to its youthful state. 

AQ Active Serum should be applied lightly over clean skin on the entire face, neck, and chest 

areas.  Moderate skin renewal may occur within two weeks, but optimal improvement is usually 

seen after six weeks of daily use:

• Skin looks significantly younger with regular use
• Diminishes wrinkles and fine lines
• Gives skin a youthful glow and gradually fades sun/age spots
• Growth Factor technology restores youthful skin function to repair damage
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